With talents that established him as a Fortune 500 leader and professional standup comedian, Garrison Wynn, CSP, fuses comic timing and research to deliver
motivational business expertise. For 20 years, he has given keynote presentations
to clients (such as American Express, Wells Fargo, Oracle and NASA) at corporate
and association events. He is the author of the Amazon bestseller The Real Truth
about Success, the Amazon #1 bestseller The Cowbell Principle, has been a weekly
contributor to the Washington Post and featured Forbes and Inc. Magazines. In his
teens he debuted the world’s first video gaming system (Odyssey) with baseball
legend Hank Aaron and as a young man spent 6 years touring comedy clubs with
the top names in the business. He went on to become the youngest department
head in a Fortune 500 company’s history where he researched and designed
processes for 38 company locations nationwide and developed & marketed
products still being sold in 30 countries.
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Testimonials
"Garrison had our group engaged from the kickoff of our meeting! Garrison
launched our annual business meeting with a bang! He incorporated our "Game
On" football theme perfectly and researched our industry to come up with some
innovative ideas on how to bring timely data to his presentation. Not only was he
extremely entertaining, but he hit every key message we discussed during our
introductory call. And as many of our publishers told me after his session "That
was a home run!" Even though our theme was football. ;-) Garrison connected
with the group and understood the difficulties and challenges our publishers deal
with on a daily basis. Garrison's sense of humor played such a crucial role to
kickoff the conference on a positive note. We tried to make the conference
motivational, educational and of course fun! Garrison exceeded our expectations
and was a highlight of our annual business conference. Thanks again Garrison!"
- Vice President, Marketing.

"He was fantastic! Perfect choice for day 3. Very funny, very energetic
delivery and some great messages. Got great feedback about him from
franchisees. We not only went 3 for 3 but I'd say they were all home runs! Thanks
for your help on the speakers. It was a key and very positive component of our
convention!"
- Chem-Dry.
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